Introduction
CAT(0) cube complexes are a particularly nice class of CAT(0) spaces. On the one hand, there is a rather broad class of groups which admit non-trivial actions on CAT(0) cube complexes. On the other hand, CAT(0) cube complexes have a combinatorial nature that give them the look and feel of trees. The added structure provided by hyperplanes has allowed for much more progress in understanding their geometry. For example, the Tits Alternative is known to hold for groups acting on CAT(0) cube complexes, but is still open in the setting of CAT(0) spaces generally. Finally, there are connections to other subjects, such as subgroup separability, 3-manifold theory, median algebras and spaces, and Kazhdan's Property (T).
The goal of these lectures is to give a brief introduction to world of CAT(0) cube complexes with the aim of giving the young geometric group theorist the tools to explore further directions of research. We assume no more than a cursory familiarity with CAT(0) spaces, with group actions on polyhedral complexes and covering space theory. For some of the applications, it may help to know something about 3-manifolds and hyperbolic groups, but these concepts are not necessary to understand the core material. Unfortunately, we did not have the time in these lectures to cover the connections to median spaces and algebras or Kazhdan's Property (T). One can learn about these topics in [13] , [35] , [11] and [33] . 
. Cube complexes and links
We start by reviewing the basic notions of complexes and links that we will need. We will build complexes by gluing unit cubes along their faces by isometries. One is meant to imagine a disjoint union C of unit Euclidean cubes of various dimensions, together with a collection of isometries F between faces of cubes in C. One then forms the quotient space X = C/F obtained by identifying points in the domains of maps in F with their image. We will usually supress the F notation and label edges and faces we wish to identify. We thus have a quotient map q : C → X. The complex X is called a cube complex. The "cubes of X" are the images under q of the various faces of cubes in C.
Recall that the link of a vertex in X is the simplicial complex which can be realized as a "small sphere" around the vertex. We describe what a link is a bit more precisely.
Note first that the 1-skeleton of X is a graph. It is possible that the 1-skeleton is not a simplicial graph, so that it may have loops and multiple edges. By a local edge of C we mean a subinterval of length 1/3 of an edge of a cube in C, one of whose endoints is a vertex of a cube in C. A local edge in X is the image under q of a local edge in C.
The link of a vertex v in X is a simplicial complex. The vertices of lk(v) are the local edges of X containing v. A collection of vertices in lk(v) span a simplex in lk(v) if and only if the corresponding local edges of X are images under q of a collection of local edges all contained in the same cube in C and all of which share a vertex. See Figure 1.
Non-positively curved complexes
We are now going to restrict the classes of cube complexes that we will consider. Definition 1.1. A flag complex is a simplicial complex with no "missing" simplices. This means that for each complete graph in the 1-skeleton of the complex, there is a simplex in the complex whose 1-skeleton is the given complete graph.
Examples:
(1) A simplicial graph is a flag complex if and only if it has no cycle of length three. If we focus on NPC square complexes, we see that the above definition rules out the following identifications: For NPC complexes of dimensions bigger than 2, the first two identifications are still not allowed, and the third identification is allowed only if there is a 3-dimensional cube containing the 3-squares in its boundary.
In these notes, we will work with this definition. However, since there is already a well established notion of CAT(0) which has to do with thin triangles in a geodesic metric space, some remarks are in order.
(1) One can define a path metric on a cube complex in the usual way as follows. We define a rectifiable path in X as one that can be broken into finitely many subpaths each of which is contained in some cube of X. If these paths are themselves rectifiable (in the classical sense) we can now define the length of the original path as the sum of the length of the subpaths. The distance between p and q is then defined as the infimum of the lengths of the rectifiable paths joining p and q. (2) In the event that the complex is finite dimensional, a result of Bridson [6] tells us that the above indeed defines a metric and that with this metric, the complex is a complete, geodesic metric space. (The case of locally finite complexes was treated by Moussong [30] .) (3) A result of Gromov [20] then tells us that with this metric a finite dimensional NPC complex is locally CAT(0). (4) The Cartan-Hadamard theorem then tells us that if the space is 1-connected it is CAT(0) in the usual sense. (5) More recently, Leary [28] , showed that all this makes sense in the infinite dimensional case as well. In particular, he showed that with the above metric, an NPC cube complex (possibly infinite dimensional) is a geodesic, locally CAT(0) metric space. Moreover, he showed that it is complete if and only if every ascending sequence of cubes terminates.
For a treatment of general CAT(0) spaces and how cubical complexes fit into that general theory, see Bridson and Heafliger's book [7] .
We will sometime use the term cubed group for a group that admits a proper, cocompact action on a CAT(0) cube complex. Typically one constructs cubed groups by building compact NPC complexes. Their fundamental groups are then cubed groups.
Sometimes we will be interested in a CAT(0) cube complex that admits a cocompact group action, but we don't care too much about the group in question. Thus we use the term cocompact CAT(0) cube complex to mean a CAT(0) cube complex whose automorphism group acts cocompactly on it.
Let us now look at some examples.
(1) Graphs. The link of a vertex in a graph has no edges, so every graph (simplicial or not) is an NPC complex. The universal cover of a graph is a tree, which is the model CAT(0) cube complex. (2) Tori. A torus is obtained from a square, by identifying opposite edges and is thus naturally a cube complex. It is easy to check that the link of the sole vertex in this complex is a cycle of length 4. Thus a torus is an NPC complex. The reader should check that a torus of every dimension is naturally an NPC complex. What is the link of a vertex? (3) Surfaces. Consider now an orientable surface of genus g > 1. Recall that it is obtained by taking a 4g-gon and identifying faces in pairs in a suitable way (see Figure 3 .) We can now subdivide the 4g-gon into squares by adding the barycenters of the edges, a vertex in the center of the 4g-gon, and an edge between each new edge-barycenter and the center of the 4g-gon. The reader should check the vertex links to see that the complex obtained is indeed an NPC complex. (4) Products. We first review the notion of a join of two simplicial complexes. Recall that an abstract simplicial complex K is simply a collection of finite subsets of some underlying set S, so that this collection is closed under taking subsets. The join of two complexes K 1 and K 2 , with underlying sets S 1 and S 2 , is the complex obtained by taking as the underlying set the disjoint union S 1 ∪ S 2 and taking as the collection of subsets all pairwise unions of elements in K 1 and K 2 . For example, the join of two simplicial complexes of dimension 0 is a complete bipartite graph. The reader should now check that the join of two flag complexes is a flag complex. Now consider two cube complexes X and Y . Their product X × Y is naturally also a cube complex. The reader should check that if (v, w) is a vertex in X × Y , then the link of (v, w) is the join of lk(v) and lk(w). So for example, the link of a product of two trees is a complete bipartite graph. Now since the join of two flag complexes is flag, the product of two NPC complexes is NPC. See Exercise 1.1. Show that a product of two trees does not embed in R 3 , even locally. Exercise 1.2. Prove that a simply connected square complex whose link is a complete bipartite graph is a product of two trees.
As simple as they appear, groups acting on products of trees can be quite interesting. For example, Wise produced examples of groups acting on products of trees which had no finite index subgroups [40] . Burger and Mozes [8] produced the first example of finitely presented infinite simple groups as groups acting properly on a product of trees.
(5) RAAGs A right angled Artin group (RAAG) is a group with the following simple presentation. Start with a finite simplicial graph Γ and define
is an edge of Γ So all abelian groups and free groups are RAAGs as are all products of free groups.
There is a natural complex associated to a RAAG, called the Salvetti complex R(Γ), which we can build in the following way. Start with a single vertex and add a loop for each vertex of Γ. This is the 1-skeleton of R(Γ). Now for every maximal n-clique in Γ we want to attach an n-torus to the complex. The n-torus can be seen as the quotient of a cube by identifying opposite sides. See Figure 5 for a simple example. The edges Γ X(Γ) Figure 5 . The Salvetti complex of a RAAG.
of the cube descend to a collection of n loops in the torus intersecting at a simple loop. Identify these n loops in the torus with the n-loops in the 1-skeleton of R(Γ) associated to our n-clique.
Hyperplanes
Hyperplanes are natural subspaces which "cut up" a CAT(0) cube complex into halfspaces. In this section we define them and describe some of their basic properties. Definition 1.3. Given an n-dimensional cube σ in X, a midcube of a sigma is an n − 1-dimensional unit cube running through the barycenter of σ and parallel to one of the faces of σ. Thus each n-cube has n midcubes, all intersecting at the barycenter.
Let X be an NPC cube complex. Let denote the equivalence relation on the edges of X generated by e f if and only if e and f are opposite edges of some square in X. (1) When X is a graph, the hyperplanes are simply midpoints of edges.
(2) When X is a torus, each hyperplane is a simple closed curve. The universal cover of X is simply the Euclidean plane tiled by squares, and the hyperplanes there are horizontal or vertical lines. (3) When X is a higher genus surface, squared as above, it is easy to check that the hyperplanes are simple closed curves lifting to lines in the universal cover of X. (4) When X is a product, the hyperplanes are preimages (under the natural projection maps) of the hyperplanes in each of the factors. (5) Regarding Salvetti complexes, you should do the following exercise. Exercise 1.3. Show that when X is a Salvetti complex, each hyperplane is itself a Salvetti complex. Describe the RAAG that it is the Salvetti complex of.
Here are some more exercises. In an NPC complex, hyperplanes can be immersed in complicated ways, in a CAT(0) cube complex, they are much better behaved. This is captured in the following basic theorem, which we will make much use of. Theorem 1.1. Let X be a CAT(0) cube complex andĥ a hyperplane in X. Then the following statements hold.
(1) Every hyperplane of X is embedded.
(2) Every hyperplane of X separates X into precisely two components. (3) Every hyperplane is a CAT(0) cube complex. (4) Every collection of pairwise intersecting hyperplanes intersects.
This theorem can be proved using CAT(0) geometry (see [36] ) or using disk diagrams (see [37] .) We will forgo providing the proof here and view this as a starting point.
The following is also useful. Exercise 1.6. Show that if G acts cocompactly on a CAT(0) cube complex X, then every hyperplane is acted on cocompactly by its stabilizer.
Hint. Any isometry which sends a cell of a hyperplane to a call of the same hyperplane preserves the entire hyperplane.
The pocset structure
The consequence of Theorem 1.1 is that we have a nice collection of sub-CAT(0) complexes which cut up the complex into halfspaces. We want to focus on the combinatorial nature of the collection of halfspaces. Let us first set some notation.
X -CAT(0) cube complex H -hyperplanes of X H -halfspaces of X h -a halfspace in H h * -the complementary halfpspace of ĥ h -the bounding hyperplane of h
Note that H is a poset under inclusion such that (1) H has a natural order-reversing involution h → h * so that h and h * are incomparable (this is called a pocset), (2) H is locally finite (meaning that there are finitely many elements between any two given elements), (3) H there is a bound on the size of a collection of halfspaces which are not nested after possibly replacing some of them with their complements (follows from finite dimensionality). Following Roller [35] , we are thus motivated to define the following notion of a pocset ("poset with complementation"). A pocset is said to be locally finite if every interval is finite. The width of a pocset is the size of a maximal transverse subset. We will focus on locally finite, finite width pocsets. Some of the claims will hold in somewhat broader generality, namely when every transverse subset is finite (see [21] ).
Example. A space with walls is simple a set a pair (S, Σ) is simply a set S together with a collection of subsets Σ closed under complementation (see Haglund and Paulin [23] ). A space with walls clearly forms a pocset under inclusion. It is said to be discrete if for any two elements of a, b ∈ S the collection of subsets in Σ containing a and not containing b is finite. We will see several examples of spaces with walls later on. A simple example comes from hyperbolic surfaces. Take any finite collection of essential geodesics on a closed surface. The collection of lifts L of these curves to the universal cover H 2 is a collection of lines. The space H 2 − L is now naturally a discrete space with walls, where the walls are given by the lines in L; an element of Σ is a complementary region of a single line in L.
Example. As already mentioned, a particular example of a space with walls is the pocset of halfspaces of a CAT(0) cube complex. This pocset is locally finite and the dimension of the complex is the width of the pocset. 
LECTURE 2
Cubulations: from pocsets to CAT(0) cube complexes
In this lecture, we will describe the cubulation construction described in [37] . There are variants of this construction in various settings (Roller [35] , Nica [34] , Chatterji-Niblo [12] and Guralnik [21] ). We will follow most closely Roller's treatment.
Ultrafilters
We assume now we have a locally finite pocset Σ. We wish to construct a CAT(0) cube complex X(Σ) from Σ. First, we will describe the vertex set. The notion of an ultfilter on a pocset is reminiscent from the classical notion of an ultrafilter on the natural numbers, where the pocset is the collection of subsets of N. However, as we shall see, ultrafilters have geometric meaning; they will be the vertices or "vertices at infinity" of a CAT(0) cube complex.
An ultrafilter α is said to satisfy the Descending Chain Condition (DCC) if every descending chain of elements terminates.
Example. The first example to think about is the case of a tree. The pocset Σ is the collection of halfspaces of the tree. Here a halfspace is simply a complementary region of the midpoint of an edge. Each edge has two halfspaces associated to it, and an ultrafilter will make a choice of one of these. Thus we can view an the choice condition of an ultrafilter as as a way of putting an arrow on each edge, where the arrow points towards the chosen halfspace. The consistency condition restricts the way the arrows can be oriented, as shown in Figure 1 .
Note that this implies that if you choose an orientation at some edge, then for all the arrows in the tail halfspace of that edge, the arrows must point towards the edge.
One type of ultrafilter can be obtained by choosing a vertex v and have all the arrows pointing at it. So the ultrafilter α v , is given by α v = {h|v ∈ h} So each vertex is associated with an ultrafilter. Note that these all satisfy DCC.
Conversely, given an ultrafilter that satisfies DCC, it is not hard to see that there then exists some vertex (and hence a unique vertex) such that all the arrows point at that vertex. Thus the vertices are of the tree are in one-to-one correspondence with DCC-ultrafilters. We thus have a picture of all the ultrafilters. The DCC ultrafilters are the the vertices of the tree and the rest correspond to boundary points of the tree.
Example. Another elementary example that is good to think about is the usual squaring of the plane (Figure 3) . As in the case of a tree the DCC ultrafilters correspond to the vertices of the complex. The other ultrafilters are "at infinity" as shown below. There is a line of ultrafilters on all four "sides" of the plane and an ultrafilter for each "corner"
What we see in the above two examples turns out to be the general picture as well: the collection of ultrafilters forms a compactification of the complex. We will not delve into this in these notes; for further discussion, see [21] and [31] . We just note here that for a pocset coming from the halfspaces of a finite dimensional CAT(0) cube complex, the DCC ultrafilters are the same as the vertices. Exercise 2.8. Let X be a finite dimensional CAT(0) cube complex and consider the pocset of halfspaces H. Then the DCC ultrafilters are precisely the ultrafilters associated to vertices. Namely, every DCC ultrafilter is of the form
Constructing the complex from a pocset
We are now given a discrete, finite width pocset Σ and we wish to construct a CAT(0) cube complex X = X(Σ).
Vertices. The vertex set X 0 of X will be the collection of DCC ultrafilters on Σ. From now on we will use letters like v and w to denote vertices of X 0 .
Edges. We join two such vertices v and w by an edge if |v w| = 2. That is, there exists A ∈ Σ such that w = (v − {A}) ∪ {A * }.
* } is also a DCC ultrafilter and hence another vertex of X.
Notation. When A is minimal in v, we will use the following notation:
When B is minimal in (v; A), we will use the following notation:
And similarly we use the notation (v; A 1 , . . . , A n ) for multiple elements.
Having constructed X 1 , we now need to know that it is connected. This is the content of the next exercise. Hint. Consider two DCC ultrafilters v and w. One needs to show that there are finitely many A's in Σ such that A ∈ v and A * ∈ w. (Why is this enough?) Suppose there are infinitely many such and use finite width to build a descending sequence of elements in v or w which does not terminate.
Squares. We attach a square to X (1) to every 4-cycle appears in X (1) . Let us look a bit more closely at the vertices of a square. Let's say one of them is v, then by the way we defined the 1-skeleton, there are A, B ∈ v such that the two vertices of the square adjacent to v are (v; A) and (v; B). Now it is not too difficult to see that the vertex diagonally opposite v in the square is simply (v; A, B). This in turn tells us that A and B are transverse. (The reader should check this.)
Since ultimately X is supposed to be CAT(0), we better have a simply connected 2-skeleton.
Hint. Consider the shortest possible loop γ in X 1 which is non-trivial in π 1 (X 2 ). Let v be some vertex along γ. Then we will have along γ a sequence of
If k = n, then we have backtracking along γ and it is not the shortest non-trivial loop. Now argue that A n and A k are transverse. Use this to produce a new loop which has along it the following sequence of vertices:
Higher dimensional cubes. We now construct the n skeleton inductively. Simply add and n-cube whenver the boundary of one appears in the n − 1 skeleton. It is again instructive to think about what happens locally when v is a vertex of an ncube σ. The neighboring vertices in the n-cube are of the form (v; A 1 ), . . . , (v; A n ). Since any pair of such edges spans a square, we have that {A 1 , . . . , A n } is a collection of pairwise transverse elements. We then see that all the vertices of σ are of the form
for some distinct collection of indices i j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Conversely, a collection A 1 , . . . , A n of pairwise transverse elements of some vertex v, defines for us a n-cube. These observations allow us to establish the following.
Exercise 2.12. X satisfies the Gromov flag link condition.
Not that the dimension of X is equal to the width of the original pocset Σ. We call this construction of a cube complex from a pocset a cubulation. Exercise 2.13. Explore this construction when the pocset is not of finite width. For example, suppose the pocset is completely un-nested: no two elements are comparable. Is the complex connected? What do the components look like? etc.
Group actions. Let Σ be a pocset and suppose that a group G acts on Σ in an order preserving manner and without inversions (for no g ∈ G and A ∈ Σ do we have gA = A * ). Then we obtain an action on X(Σ) 0 :
It is easy to check that this extends to an action on X(Σ) by cellular isometries.
Examples of cubulations

The pocset of halfspaces
Suppose that X is a finite dimensional CAT(0) cube complex. As already noted the collection of halfspaces H(X) of X is a pocset.
Proof. Let Y = X(H(X)), namely the cubulation obtained from H(X). First, note that every vertex in v ∈ X 0 determines a DCC ultrafilter
And so we have a map
It is easy to see that Φ is injective, since any two vertices are separated by some hyperplanes of X and hence determine different ultrafilters. For any two adjacent vertices v, w ∈ X, they are separated by a unique hyperplaneĥ transverse to the edge of which v and w are endpoints. Thus, by construction, it follows that α v and α w will be joined by an edge in the Y . We thus can extend Φ to the 1-skeleton X 1 . Once this is done, it is not hard to see that the map can be extended to the higher dimensional skeleta, since by construction, a cube is attached to Y for every 1-skeleton of a cube that appears in Y 1 . Finally, it remains to show that Φ is onto. Suppose that α is a vertex of Y , namely a DCC ultrafilter on the pocset H. Let α v be some vertex of Y which is in the image of Φ and let h 1 , . . . , h n ∈ α v be the halfspaces so that
Now h 1 is minimal in α v . This means that if we consider the vertex v in X, the hyperplaneĥ 1 is transverse to an edge adjacent to v; let [v, w] be that edge. Now we observe that
We continue in this manner finding the vertices that get mapped by Φ to (α v ; h 1 , . . . , h i ) for each i ≥ 1. We thus find a vertex mapped by Φ to α, as required.
Lines in the plane
A collection of lines in the plane is called discrete if there is a lower bound to the distance between two parallel lines in the collection.
Exercise 2.14. Let L be a discrete collection of lines which has finitely many parallelism classes (for example, think of the plane triangluated by unit isosceles triangles). Consider the set S = R 2 − L. Then the pocset associated to the space with walls (S, Ω) is a finite width, locally finite pocset. What is the cube complex associated to this?
Small cancellation groups (Wise)
We give here a (very) brief account of Wise's cubulation of small cancellation groups. For a complete discussion, see [41] .
Let G = S|R be a finitely presented group, where S is closed under taking inverses. We consider the presentation 2-complex K associated to this presentation. The universal coverK is a 2-complex, called the Cayley complex of the presentation, whose 2-cells we call relator polygons. The 1-skeleton ofK can be identified with the Cayley graph of the presentation and so that the each edge ofK is labeled by an element of S. A piece of the presentation is a reduced word in S that appears as the label of a path inK 1 which is contained in the boundary of more than one 2-cells ofK. The presentation is said to be a C (1/n) presentation for G if the length of a piece is always less than 1/n'th the length of the boundary of a relator polygon in which it appears. There are many more small cancellation conditions which come up in small cancellation theory (see [29] ).
Small cancellation groups are studied via disk diagrams which are disks (actually something slightly more general called a multi-disk) tiled by relator polygons. A multi-disk is a connected, simply connected union of disks and finite trees in the plane, where each of the disks and trees meet along their boundaries. Given a trivial word w in G, we can represent the triviality of w by drawing a labeled multi-disk, as seen in Figure 5 , and a tiling of the disk regions by relator polygons.
The original word w is obtained by reading the labels around the outside of the multi-disk. The multi-disk together with the labeling of the edges by generators and the tiling by relator polygons is called a disk diagram. For small cancellation groups there is a fundamental lemma [42] which gives a trichotomy regarding disk diagrams. This goes back at least to Greendlinger [19] and even earlier to Dehn [15] . edges "end-to-end" in a linear fashion. The two endpoints of the ladder are either shells or spurs. A shell is a polygon which is attached to the diagram along an arc whose length is less than half of the length of its boundary. A spur is simply an edge which is attached to the diagram at one endpoint and free at the other endpoint. spur shell 
disk tiled by lots of polygons shells spur
From this Fundamental Lemma one can deduce that C (1/6) have a linear isoperimetric inequality and hence such groups are Gromov hyperbolic (see [20] ).
We now describe how one finds walls inK. First, if necessary, subdivide the boundary of the relator polygons so that each relator polygon has an even number of sides. We now describe certain types of tracks (a la Dunwoody) called wisetracks; these tracks will serve as the walls and the complement of the their union will serve as the space with walls.
We build a graph ∆ as follows. We have a vertex v e ∈ ∆ for each edge e inK 1 . Two vertices v e and v f are joined by an edge in ∆ if e and f are opposite edges in some relator polygon ofK. We then have a natural map η : ∆ →K Which maps each vertex v e of ∆ to the midpoint of edge e inK 1 , and each edge [v e , v f ] of ∆ to a straight arc in the appropriate relator polygon joining the midpoints of the edges e and f . (Notice that the C (1/6) property insures that there is unique such relator polygon. )
The image of a connected component of ∆ is called a wisetrack.
subdivide edges wisetrack Figure 6 . Some wisetracks in a small cancellation complex.
Using small cancellation theory Wise then shows that each wisetrack is embedded. The idea is to use the fundamental lemma. If a wisetrack crosses itself, one sees a sequence of relator polygons as below, and this in turn gives rise to a a disk diagram without 3 shells or spurs, contradicting the Fundamental Lemma. A result of Dunwoody then tells us that each of these wisetracks separateK 2 . So we take the space with walls to be the complement of the union of all wisetracks. The original group acts onK and therefore acts on the cube complex. We will say more about the complex and the action once we say some more about actions.
Coxeter groups
In a similar vain, Niblo and Reeves [32] cubulated Coxeter groups. The space with walls can be described in terms of tracks in an appropriate presentation.
Recall that a Coxeter group has a presentation of the following form
Where S = {s 1 , . . . , s n } is a finite set, m ij = m ji and 2 ≤ m ij ≤ ∞. We let K denote the presentation 2-complex for this andK its universal cover. Note that the presentation complex for this presentation has relator polygons with an even number of sides. Also note that inK, for each pair i, j with m ij < ∞, and each polygon P which reads (s i s j ) mij along its boundary, there are a total of m ij other polygons which share the same boundary as P . We can construct a quotient ofK in which each of these "pillows" is collapsed to a single polygon. Now we build tracks as in the small cancellation case.
Niblo and Reeves then check that the resulting complex is finite dimensional and the action on it is proper. Caprace then showed that for the action is cocompact unless the original Coxeter group contains a Euclidean triangle group. For details, see [32] and [9] .
Codimension 1 subgroups
A general situation where the above construction is applicable is when G is a finitely generated group and H is a subgroup that "separates" the Cayley graph of G. More precisely, the subgroup H is said to be a codimension 1 subgroup if the coset graph G/H has more than one end. In the Cayley graph, this translates to the following: there exists a number R, such that the R-neighborhood of H separates the Cayley graph into two deep components. If we choose one such component A ⊂ G, we see that the translates under G of A and its complement A * , form a collection of walls Σ on the set G. With a bit of work, one can show that this is a discrete collection of walls. Moreover, the action of G on the resulting cube complex is fixed-point free. See [37] , [33] , [16] for more details.
Cocompactness and properness
In the examples given in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, one cubulates using a collection of walls and then one would like to know that the action is proper and better yet, proper and cocompact. It turns out that cocompactness is assured by hyperbolicity and quasiconvexity, and properness by a kind of "filling" condition. Before stating some general theorems, let us look at a simple example to highlight the ideas.
An example: curves on surfaces
As discussed in Section 3, an example of a space with walls can be obtained by considering a finite collection of simple closed geodesics on a closed hyperbolic surface S. The universal cover of S is identifiied with the hyperbolic plane H 2 and the curves on S lift to a collection of lines L in the univeral cover. The space with walls is H 2 − ∈L L and the walls are the halfspaces defined by the lines in L. We let G = π 1 (S).
A collection of lines in L that pairwise intersect is called transverse. If we review the cubulation construction in which a cube complex X is contructed from this space with walls, we see that cocompactness is implied by the following two claims. Claim 2.1 ensures that in X/G, there are finitely many cubes in each dimension. Claim 2.2 ensures that the complex X is finite dimensional. To prove these claims we will need the following, which we leave as an exercise.
We now proceed by induction. Let L = { 1 , . . . , k+1 } denote a transverse collection of lines in L. By induction, we can translate L so the { 1 , . . . , k } is one of finitely many transverse collections. Now by the exercise, k+1 meets the ball of radius R about the origin. By the discreteness of the pattern, there are only finitely many choices for k+1 . Thus, we see that the cube complex construction yields a cocompact action by G. Now let us think about properness. Each element of the group G is a hyperbolic isometry of the hyperbolic plane and hence has an axis. We say that the pattern of lines L is filling if for every g ∈ G, there exists a line ∈ L, such that the axis g of g crosses . It is not hard see that this corresponds to each complementary regions of the union of lines in L being bounded. Each of these complementary regions corresponds to a vertex in the resulting cube complex and it is also then not hard to see that the orbit of such a vertex is unbounded. In fact, since G is torsion free, this tells us that the action of G on X is not only proper, but free.
Hyperbolic groups, quasi-convex subgroups and hyperbolic 3-manifolds
We imagine that we are in a more general situation in which G is a hyperbolic group and H is a quasi-convex codimension-1subgroup. We recall that a hyperbolic group G has a natural visual boundary ∂G and that H has a limit set Λ(H) ⊂ ∂G. We refer the reader to any a reference on hyperbolic groups ( [20] or [17] , for example.) As in Section 3.5, we obtain a pocset Σ from which we can obtain an action of G on a CAT(0) cube complex X.
Regarding cocompactness, we have the following theorem [18] .
Theorem 2.1 (Gitik-Mitra-Rips-S). If G is a hyperbolic and H is quasiconvex, then the action of G on X is cocompact.
Remark. The same proof applies if we apply the cubulation construction to a finite collection of codimension-1 subgroups. Regarding properness, thinking along the same lines as the example above leads to the following. Theorem 2.2 (Bergeron-Wise). If G is hyperbolic and H is quasi-convex, such that for ever element g ∈ G, there exists a conjugate of H whose limit set Λ(H) separates the endpoints of the axis of g, then the action of G on X is proper.
Bergeron and Wise [5] actually prove a more applicable result.
3 /G be a closed hyperbolic 3-manifold. Then every great circle in S 2 = ∂H 3 is a limit of quasicircles which are limit sets of quasi-fuchsian subgroups. In particular, every pair of points in S 2 is separated by the limit set of a quasiconvex surface subgroup.
Putting the Kahn-Markovic theorem together with the above theorems on cubulations, we obtain Corollary 2.1. Every hyperbolic 3-manifold acts properly and cocompactly on a CAT(0) cube complex.
Roller duality
Statement of duality
We have seen two construction in this lecture:
Exercise 2.17 (Roller Duality). These constructions are dual to one another:
(1) Given a finite width locally finite pocset, Σ, then H(X(Σ)) ≡ Σ.
(2) Given a finite dimensional cube complex X, X(H(X)) = X.
Proof.
Applications
Subpocsets and collapsing. If Σ is pocset and ∆ ⊂ Σ is a subpocset (i.e. a subset closed under involution), then there is a natural map ρ ∆ : U(Σ) → U(∆), defined by
It is elementary to check that ρ ∆ (α) is indeed an ultrafilter. It is also easy to see that this maps sends DCC ultrafilters to DCC ultrafilters. Moreover it then extends to the cubes of X and we obtain a map ρ ∆ :
To see what the map ρ ∆ looks like, note that the collection of cubes meeting a hyperplaneĥ is isometric toĥ × I. We call this the carrier ofĥ. Since the pocset of halfspaces of the cube complex X(∆) is simply ∆, the map ρ ∆ collapses the carrier of every hyperplane associated to half-spaces which are not in ∆ in the I direction.
We now give some examples of this construction.
Orbit quotients. Suppose that a group G acts on a CAT(0) cubical complex X. Then given a hyperplaneĥ, we can look at the orbit ofĥ under G. We then get the pocset G(h ∪ h * ), which of course is a subpocset of H. By the collapsing construction above, we get a new CAT(0) cubical complex X(G,ĥ). We call this the orbit quotient of X associated toĥ. This quotient has the property that there is a single orbit of hyperplanes, which is sometimes useful.
Exercise 2.18. Consider Z×Z acting on the standard squaring of the plane. What are the orbit quotients? Exercise 2.19. Consider the standard description of the surface of genus two given as the quotient of the octagon whose edges are identified ababcdcd. Square the surface by putting a vertex in the middle and joining this vertex to the midpoint of each edge. Let X be the universal cover of this surface acted on by the fundamental group of the surface G.
(1) What are the orbit quotients? Are they locally finite? (2) Are the actions on the orbit quotients proper? (3) G acts on the product of the orbit quotients. Is this action proper? Is it cocompact?
Products.
Corollary 2.2 (Recognizing Products)
. Let X be a CAT(0) cube complex andĤ its collection of hyperplanes. Then a decomposition of X into a product X = X 1 × X 2 , corresponds to a decomposition ofĤ as a disjoint unionĤ =Ĥ 1 ∪Ĥ 2 where every hyperplane inĤ 1 crosses every hyperplane inĤ 2 .
Exercise 2.20. Prove this corollary
Hint. The direction that has not been discussed before is the one in which one is given a decomposition of the hyperplanes as a disjoint unionĤ =Ĥ 1 ∪Ĥ 2 . Build the cube complexes X(H 1 ) and X(H 2 ). Show that H(X) has the same pocset structure as H(X(H 1 ) × X(H 2 )). A CAT(0) cube complex is called irreducible if it is not a product of two complexes. Applying Corollary 2.2 we obtain the following Corollary 2.3. Let X be a finite dimensional CAT(0) cube complex then X admits a canonical decomposition as a product of finitely many irreducible factors (up to permutation of factors).
Proof. Consider a maximal decomposition of X as a product X = n i=1 X i . Note than n is bounded by the dimension of X, so that each of the X i is irreducible. Now suppose that X = m j=1 Y i is another decomposition of X into irreducibles. We then obtain transverse disjoint decompositions of the collection of hyperplanes of XĤ
Since eachĤ i does not admit a disjoint transverse decomposition, we have that for each i, there exists j such thatĤ i ⊂K j . Similarly, for eachK j , there exists someĤ i such thatK j ⊂Ĥ i . Putting these two facts together and the fact that these are disjoint decompositions ofĤ, we obtain that for each i there exists j, such thatĤ i =K j , and we are done.
LECTURE 3
Rank Rigidity
In this lecture, we will see that under mild conditions, CAT(0) cube complexes are products of irreducible complexes that are either "line-like" or exhibit hyperbolic-like behavior. In the course of sketching a proof of this theorem, we will discuss some useful features of CAT(0) cube complexes, including the notion of an essential core and the interaction of isometries with hyperplanes.
A hyperbolic isometry of a CAT(0) space is called rank 1 if an (any) axis for the isometry does not bound a half-flat (an isometrically embedded half Euclidean plane). Example. Let X be a Gromov hyperbolic CAT(0) space. Then every isometry is rank 1.
The reason here is simply that there are no half-flats in X: was a half flat, there would be large triangles that are not δ-thin, for any δ > 0.
Exercise 3.21. Suppose that X is a product of two infinite locally finite trees. Then no isometry of X is rank 1. Is this still true when we allow locally infinite trees?
Remark. The above generalizes to products of CAT(0) spaces with extendible geodesics.
Exercise 3.22. Let Γ be the pentagon graph and let X be the universal cover of the Salvetti complex associated the the RAAG A(Γ). Show that there are rank 1 and non rank 1 isometries of X.
Problem 3.1. Is there a CAT(0) space with a proper cocompact group action and an isometry with an axis that bounds a half-flat, but for which the axis is not a bounded distance from an isometrically embedded flat.
It turns out that for symmetric spaces of higher rank and Euclidean buildings, there are no rank 1 elements. Together with what we saw above about products, Ballmann and Buyalo [4] were lead to the following conjecture.
Rank Rigidity Conjecture. Let G act properly cocompactly on a CAT(0) space X with extendible geodesics. Then one of the following three possibilities holds.
(1) G contains a rank 1 element (2) X is a non-trivial product (3) X is a higher rank symmetric space or a Euclidean building
This conjecture was originally proven in the setting of non-positively curved manifolds by Ballmann [2] and was subsequently generalized by others (see [3] for further discussion.) The goal of this lecture, is the following [10] Theorem 3.1. Let G act properly and cocompactly on a CAT(0) cube complex X. Then one of the following two possibilites holds.
(1) G contains a rank 1 element (2) X contains a convex invariant subcomplex which splits as a product
Essential cores
Just as when a group acts on a tree, one can often reduce to an action on a minimal invariant subtree by removing edges with valence 1 vertices, one has a similar notion for cube complexes.
Definition 3.1. A hyperplane is said to be essential if both of its halfspaces contain points arbitrarily far away from it. The hyperplane is said to be inessential if some neighborhood of it is the whole complex. If the hyperplane is neither essential not inessential, we say that it is half-essential. This means that only one of the halfspaces it defines contains points arbitrarily far away from it.
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a cocompact CAT(0) cube complex. Then there exists an
where Z is essential and C is finite.
half-essential hyperplanes are midpoints of these edges R x I essential core Figure 1 . A complex whose essential core is the real line.
Sketch of proof.
We consider first the half-essential hyperplanes. Note that if there are half-essential hyperplanes, then there exists one which is extremal, meaning that on one side of it, all the vertices are endpoints of edges transverse to the hyperplane. Recall that each hyperplane has a carrier, which is the union of the closed cells meeting it. If a hyperplane is extremal, then its carrier is of the formĥ × [0, 1], where one of its boundaries, sayĥ × {0}, is "free" in the sense that every cell meeting it is contained in the carrier. Thus we can removeĥ × [0, 1) from the complex and remain with a connected subcomplex. If we do this to all of the extremal hyerplanes at once, then one obtains a new complex X , invariant under Aut(X), with fewer orbits of hyperplanes. It is easy to check that X is indeed CAT(0) and convex. In fact, there is a deformation retraction from X to X . We then continue this process, eliminating at each stage orbits of half-essential hyperplanes. Since there are finitely many orbits of hyperplanes, we end up with an invariant CAT(0) subcomplex Y with no half-essential hyperplanes. Now we consider Y and observe that every essential hyperplane crosses every inessential hyerplane. For suppose thatĥ andk are disjoint hyperplane withĥ essential. Then up to renaming the halfspaces associate toĥ andk, we have that h ⊂ k. Butĥ is essential, which means there are points in h arbitrarily far fromĥ and these points are then arbitrarily far fromk.
Thus, by Corollary 2.2, we have that Y decomposes as a product Y = Z × C, where the hyperplanes associated to Z are the essential hyperplanes and the hyperplanes associated to C are the inessential ones. Since C has only inessential hyperplanes, it follows that it is finite.
We already know that Y is Aut(X)-invariant. Since the notions of essential and inessential are Aut(X)-invariant, so is the decomposition Y = Z × C.
The conclusion of this lemma is that whenever we have an action of a proper, cocompact action of a group on a CAT(0) cube complex, we can pass to a proper cocompact action on an essential one, by passing to the complex Z in the lemma.
One example of an essential CAT(0) cube complex is one with extendible geodesics. In order to simplify parts of the proof, from here on in, we will restrict to this situation: STANDING ASSUMPTION. For the rest of this lecture, we will assume that our CAT(0) cube complex has extendible geodesics.
Skewering
In this section, we examine the ways that that automorphisms act behave with respect to hyperplanes. Definition 3.2. An automorphism g ∈ Aut(X) is said to skewer a half-space h if gh ⊂ h.
The term "skewer" becomes clear from the following exercise.
Exercise 3.23. Let g ∈ Aut(X) and h a half-space.
(1) If g skewers h, then g is hyperbolic and any axis for g crossesĥ. (2) If g is hyperbolic and the axis of g crosses h, then for some n ∈ Z, we have that g n skewers h.
Note that g skewers h if and only if g −1 skewers h * , so that it makes sense to speak of g skewering the hyperplaneĥ whenever g skewers h or h * .
Single Skewering
We start by showing that hyperplanes are skewered.
Proposition 3.1 (Single Skewering Lemma). Let G act cocompactly on X, then ever hyperplane is skewered by some element of G.
Proof. Consider a hyperplaneĥ ∈ X. Let X(G,ĥ) be the orbit quotient and p : X → X(G,ĥ) the G-equivariant quotient map. There are two possibilities depending on whether the diameter of X(G,ĥ) is bounded or not.
If the diameter of X(G,ĥ) is unbounded, then there exists a 1-skeleton geodesic α of length larger than the ramsey number R(dim (X(G,ĥ), 3) . This means that the are three disjoint hyperplanes crossing α. Since these are all in the same orbit ofk = p(ĥ), we can label then ak, bk, ck. Now if we put transverse orientations on these three hyperplanes, we see that two of them must be oriented in the same direction along α. This means that one of the elements ab −1 , bc −1 , ac −1 skewers one of the three hyperplanes. bk ck ak Figure 2 . The element bc −1 carries ck into bk and hence skewers ck.
Since the action on the hyperplanes of X(G,ĥ) is transitive, it follows that the hyperplanek is also skewered in X(G,ĥ). Lifting the action to X, we see that the same element that skewersk in the action of G on X(G,ĥ) skewersĥ in the action of G on X.
The second case is that the diameter of X(G,ĥ) is bounded. This means that there exists a fixed point for the action of G on X(G,ĥ). After perhaps passing to a finite index subgroup of G, we may assume that there is a fixed vertex v ∈ X(G,ĥ) for the action. Now lifting to X, we see that the collection of vertices p −1 (v) are stabilized by the action of G on X. All of these vertices lie to one side of some hyperplane in X. This contradicts the fact that X is essential and the action of G on X is cocompact.
Flipping
An alternative to a hyperbolic element skewering a hyperplane is the following. Definition 3.3. A hyperbolic isometry g of X is said to flip a half-space h if gh ⊂ h * .
Exercise 3.24 (Trichotomy). Let g be a hyperbolic isometry of X and let h be a halfspace. Then one of the following holds.
(1) Some power of g skewers h.
(2) Some power of g flips h or h * . (3) Some power of g stabilizesĥ.
The first of the above possiblities is when the axis of g meetsĥ and the last is when the axis for g lies in a bounded neighborhood ofĥ. We say that a halfspace is unflippable if there does not exist any g ∈ G flipping it. A key lemma is then the following.
Lemma 3.2 (Flipping Lemma).
Let G act on X properly and cocompactly. Let h be an unflippable hyperplane. Then X decomposes as a product X = Y × R andĥ appears as the preimage of a point in R under the natural projection X → R.
Before sketching a proof of this lemma, we recall an elementary lemma, whose proof we leave as an exercise.
Exercise 3.25 (Endometry Lemma). Let X be a proper metric space with a cocompact isometry group. Let f : X → X be an isometric map. Then f is bijective.
Hint. Injectivity is obvious. For surjectivity, use the fact that for every R > 0 and > 0, there exists a number N such that any ball of radius R, the size of an -separated collection of points in the ball is at most N .
Sketch of proof of Flipping Lemma. The idea will be to break up the hyperplanes of X into those that intersectĥ and those that do not. It will turn out that this is a transverse decomposition of the collection of hyperplanes. We will thus aim to prove the following.
Claim. Show that for every hyperplanek disoint fromĥ, the hyperplanes that crossĥ andk are the same. We do this in several steps.
Step 1. Whenk ⊂ h * , show that every hyperplane crossingk crossesĥ. Suppose thatm is a hyperplane meetingk and is disjoint fromĥ. The hyperplanek is a CAT(0) cube complex and itself has extendible geodesics. By the Single Skewering Lemma 3.1, there exists an element g ∈ Stab(k) which skewers the hyperplanê k ∩m. Now the element g has an axis which is disjoint fromĥ, so it cannot skewer h. Moreover, since g skewers a hyperplane which is disoint fromĥ, no power of g can stablizerĥ. So by Trichotomy, it follows that some power of g flips h, a contradiction. Step. 2.
Step 1 yields an embedding ofk intoĥ as follows. We wish to define a map f :k →ĥ.
We first define f on the vertices ofk. Let v be a vertex ofk. For every hyperplanê m meetingĥ, we need to chose a halfspace boundedm. Simply choose the side that contains v. This gives us an ultrafilter on the halfspaces ofĥ. It is easy to see that this satisfies DCC, so we have a vertex f (v).
The conclusion of
Step 1 now tells us that the map f is injective on vertices. For if v and w are two vertices ofk, separated by a hyperplanem, thenm also intersectsĥ and therefore separates f (v) and f (w).
Finally, one checks that f extends to the cubes ofk. We leave this to the reader. This yields the desired embedding.
Step 3. For every translated hyperplane gĥ ⊂ h * , a hyperplane crossesĥ if and only if crosses gĥ.
We already know by Step 1 that every hyperplane meeting gĥ also meetsĥ.
Step 2 gives us an isometric embedding of gĥ intoĥ. But now the Endometry Lemma, tells us that this embedding is surjective. It then easily follows that every hyperplane meetingĥ also meets gĥ. For suppose there was a hyperplanem meetinĝ h and not meeting gĥ. Then any vertex inĥ separated from gĥ bym whould not be in the image of the map f defined in Step 2.
Step 4. For every hyperplanek ⊂ h * , a hyperplane crossesĥ if and only if it crossesk.
Let k denote the halfspace ofk which contains the hyperplaneĥ. We will show that there exists a translate ofĥ lying in k * . By the Single Skewering Lemma, there exists g ∈ G such that gk * ⊂ k * . Since higher powers of g move points deeper and deeper into k * , there exists n such that g nĥ ∩ k * = ∅. We can also choose n such that g nĥ ∩ĥ = ∅. By Step 1, since g nĥ is disjoint fromĥ, it must also be disjoint fromk and therefore must be contained in k * . Now by Step 3, the hyperplanes that crossĥ are precisely those that cross gĥ, so that all the hyperplanes crossingĥ must crossk as well.
Step 5. For every hyperplanek ⊂ h, a hyperplane crossesĥ if and only if it crossek.
We leave this to the reader. We proceed as in Steps 1-4, but one needs to take care in proving the last step in this case. This completes the proof of the claim.
We now break up the collection of hyperplanesĤ of X into a disjoint union H =Ĥ ∪Ĥ ⊥ , whereĤ = {k ∈Ĥ|k ∩ĥ = ∅} H ⊥ = {k ∈Ĥ|k ∩ĥ = ∅} The claim tells us that every hyperplane inĤ intersects every hyperplane inĤ ⊥ and this gives us a product decomposition X = X × X ⊥ .
Observe now that since no two hyperplanes inĤ can intersect, the space X is a tree T . There is a copy of T which appears in X as a maximal intersection of hyperplanes meetingĥ. The stabilizer of T acts properly and cocompactly on T with an unflippable hyperplane. We leave it to the reader to check that this means that T is a line.
Double Skewering
We now seek another property which tells us more about how automorphisms of X interact with hyperplanes.
Definition 3.4. An automorphism g ∈ Aut(X) is said to double skewer two nested halfspaces h ⊂ k if gk ⊂ h. Proposition 3.2 (Double Skewering Lemma). Let G act on X cocompactly, then for any two nested halfspaces h ⊂ k there exists g ∈ G double skewering h and k.
Proof. We will employ the Flipping Lemma. There are two cases. First, suppose that either h,h * ,k or k * is unflippable. Then by the Flipping Lemma, we have that X decomposes as a product X = Y × R and that the hyperplanesĥ and k are preimages of points p, q ∈ R. Choose g skewering k so that gk ⊂ k. Since the hyperplanes that intersectĥ andk are the same, it follows that gk ∩ĥ = ∅. Now there are only finitely many hyperplanes betweenĥ andk, it follows that for a sufficiently large power of g, we have gk ⊂ h, as required.
Otherwise, all the halfspaces associated toĥ andk are flippable. We do two flips to obtain double skewering (see Figure 5 below). h k ah ak bah bak More precisely, since h is flippable, there exists a ∈ G such that ah * ⊂ h. Since h ⊂ k, we have that k * ⊂ h * , which implies that ak * ⊂ ah * ⊂ h. Now since k is flippable, so is ak. This means there exists b ∈ G such that bak ⊂ ak * . Since h ⊂ k, we have bah ⊂ bak. So we then obtain:
as required.
Hyperplanes in sectors
Consider n intersecting hyperplanes. They divide X into 2 n regions which we call sectors. In this section, we will only consider sectors determined by two intersecting hyperplanes. If X were, say a product of two trees, then none of these regions would contain hyperplanes since every hyperplane intersects one of the original pair. However, if one images a CAT(0) cube square complex obtained by taking the universal cover of the squaring of a hyperbolic surface described in Example 3. In this cube complex, the hyperplanes are quasigeodesics in a hyperbolic space. Thus, it is easy to see that each sector contains a hyperplane (in fact, infinitely many). The following proposition tells us that this is a general phenomenon.
Proposition 3.3 (Sector Lemma). Let X be an irreducible cocompact CAT(0) cube complex with extendible geodesics that is not the real line. Letĥ andk be two intersecting hyperplanes in X. Then each of the four sectors defined by X contains a hyperplane.
Sketch of proof. First, we show that there exists some hyperplane disjoint fromĥ andk. Assume that this is not the case. We now seek a decomposition of the collection of hyperplanes into disjoint transverse subsets, which will contradict the fact that X is not a product. Recall theĤ denotes the collection of hyperplanes of X. We now focus on the following collections of hyperplanes.
We leave it to the reader to check thatĤ =Ĥ h ∪Ĥ k ∪R is a transverse decomposition ofĤ.
Thus there exists some hyperplane disjoint fromĥ andk. Say thatm is such a hyperplane, so that m ⊂ h ∩ k. We now need to show all the other sectors contain hyperplanes as well. The double skewering lemma applied to the hyperplanesĥ and m gives us an element g ∈ G such that gh ⊂ m. By applying a sufficiently high power of g, we have that g n h ⊂ m and
In either case, by applying g −n we conclude that there exists a hyperplane in one of the two sectors h * ∩ k or h * ∩ k * . By reversing the roles ofk andm we get that there exists a hyperplane in one of the two sectors k * ∩ h or k * ∩ h * . This gives that there are hyperplanes in diagonally opposite sectors. Without loss of generality, let us assume that there is a hyperplane in h ∩ k and h * ∩ k * . We now consider the hyperplaneĥ 1 =k ∩ĥ as a hyperplane inĥ. If both of the halfspaces h 1 and h that some power of g carriesm into h ∩ k * . Similarly some power of an element in Stab(k) carriesm into h * ∩ k.
Exercise 3.26 (The Tits Alternative). Use Proposition 3.3 to prove every group which acts cocompactly on an irreducible CAT(0) cube complex with extendible geodesics has a free subgroup of rank 2, unless the complex is a real line.
Hint. Suppose that X is as in Proposition 3.3, then we obtain a pattern of four disjoint halfspaces h 1 , h 2 , h 3 , h 4 such that h i ⊂ h * j , for each i = j. Play ping-pong.
Proving rank rigidity
We sketch now how the elements in the previous sectiongs provide a proof of rank rigidity. Recall that we are assuming that X is an irreducible CAT(0) cube complex with extendible geodesics and that G is acting properly and cocompactly on X. We wish to show that there exist rank 1 elements in G. So we assume that no element is rank 1.
In the previous section, we considered sectors which were the intersection of two halfspaces. Consider a maximal collection of intersecting hyperplanes which contain hyperplanes in "diagonally opposite" sectors, More precisely, letĥ 1 , . . . ,ĥ n be a maximal collection of hyperplanes such that iĥ i = ∅ and the sectors i h i and i h * i contain hyperplanes. We know such collections exist, when n = 1. We will show that if X does not have rank 1 elements, there always exists a larger collection of hyperplanes with these properties. Since the dimension is bounded, this is a contradiction.
Letĥ andk be the hyperplanes contained in the sectors: h i ∈ i h i and k * i h * i . The goal will now be to find a hyperplaneĥ n+1 that intersects bothĥ andk. If we can do this, thenĥ n will intersect the hyperplanesĥ 1 ,ĥ n and the Sector Lemma applied toĥ n+1 ,ĥ andĥ n+1 andk will tell us that there exist hyperplanes in diagonally opposite sectors of the collection {ĥ 1 , . . . ,ĥ n+1 }, and the proof will be complete.
By the Double Skewering Lemma, there exists g ∈ G such that gk ⊂ h. Since g is not rank 1, there exists a half-flat F bounding an axis for g. The intersection of F with the hyperplanesĥ i ,k and gk is a collection of rays meeting in points. We also consider the intersection of with g , as in Figure 6 . We observe that by discreteness, there exist finitely many points of intersection of and the hyperplanes of X between any two given points of .
Let R be the ray of intersection R =k ∩ F . Since there infinitely many hyperplanes crossed by R and there are finitely many hyperplanes crossing between g −1k ∩ and gk ∩ , there exists some hyperplanem intersecting R that which does not intersect between g −1k ∩ and gk ∩ . So eitherm or gm is the required hyperplaneĥ n+1 .
hyperplanes crossed by R Figure 6 . There are infinitely many hyperplanes crossing R. One of these must cross g −1k or gk.
LECTURE 4
Special cube complexes
In this lecture, we give a very brief introduction to special cube complexes and the notion of canonical completion and retraction. This should give you an idea of why special cube complexes have anything to do with subgroup separability. The material in this lecture follows closely some of the material in [24] .
Subgroup Separability
We first recall some basic notions regarding subgroup separability Definition 4.1. Let G be a group and H < G. We say that H is separable if for every g ∈ G − H, there exists a finite index subgroup K < G such that H < K and g ∈ K. The group G is said to be residually finite if the trivial subgroup is separable.
Exercise 4.27. Show that H < G is separable if for every g ∈ G − H, there exists a homomorphism to a finite group φ : G → F , such that φ(g) ∈ φ(H).
Recall that the profinite topology on G is the topology whose basic open sets are the cosets of finite index subgroups of G. If you have not seen the profinite topology before, you should check that it is indeed a topology We then have the following exercise. Recall that a retraction φ : G → H is simply a homomorphism which is the identity on H. We say that H is a retract of G.
Exercise 4.29. Let G be a residually finite group, and let H < G be a retract. Then H is separable.
Hint. A retract of a Hausdorff space is closed.
Warmup -Stallings proof of Marshall Hall's Theorem
Marshall Hall [25] proved back in 1949 that every finitely generated subgroup of a finitely generated free group is a virtually a free factor. John Stallings came up with a nice, very elementary graph-theoretic proof of this fact [39] . Roughly speaking, the idea is to represent the subgroup H < G as an immersion of graphs ∆ → Γ where Γ has fundamental group G. One then seeks a finite cover in which ∆ lifts to an embedding. This then tells you that H is a virtual retract and a virtual free factor. By Exercise 4.28, we then have that H is separable. We review this a bit more closely. Theorem 4.1. Every finitely generated subgroup of a finitely generated free group is a virtual retract.
Proof. This will be a proof by example. Consider the free group G = a, b and consider the subgroup H = ab 2 a −1 , abab 2 . First we represent H < G as a map between bouquets of circles ∆ → Γ. On the level of fundamental group, this map represents our subgroup H. Note that the map is not necessarily an immersion (i.e. a local embedding.) In this case, for example there are is more than one edge on the left graph labeled a and pointing out of the central vertex. To remedy this, we "fold" two such edges in the graph on the left as shown in the diagram below to obtain a new graph with fewer edges. The map still represents the same subgroup, and the map is closer to an immersion. We continue to fold, reducing the number of edges each time, until we obtain an immersion. Note that on the graph on the right there is no more folding that can be done, so that we now have an immersion of graphs representing our subgroup. We now replace ∆ by this new folded graph and we have a new map ∆ → Γ which is an immersion. Now that we have an immersion, the next thing to do is to complete. There are many ways to do this. We describe what Haglund and Wise call "canonical completion". The idea is to add edges to the graph ∆ until the map becomes a covering space. Consider the a-loop in Γ. The fact that the map ∆ → Γ is an immersion tells us that each component of the preimage of the a-loop in Γ is either a cycle of a's, an arc of a's, or a single vertex. If it is a loop of a's we do nothing. If it is a loop of a's we add an edge labeled with an a to complete the arc of a's to a loop of a's. Finally, if it is a vertex, then it means that we have a vertex with only b-edges adjacent to it. In this case, we simply attach an a-loop at that vertex. See Figure 2 .
We then do the same for the b's. It is now easy to check that the resulting map from the completed graph Γ to Γ is a covering space. Now note that not only do we have a finite covering space Γ of the original bouquet of circles Γ, The original map ∆ → Γ factors through an embedding ∆ → Γ and there is natural retraction map Γ → ∆. Simply map each added a-edge to the arc of a-edges it completed and each a-loop to the vertex it is attached to; and do the same for the b's. We thus obtain that the subgroup H is a retract. It is also easy to see from this picture that H is virtually a free factor. Exercise 4.30. Use the proof of the above theorem to show that a finitely generated free group is residually finite.
Since the free group is residually finite, Exercise 4.28 and Theorem 4.1 now tell us that every finitely generated subgroup of a finitely generated free group is separable.
Special Cube Complexes
One of Wise's main goals was to seek a more general setting in which the technique for of the previous section for graphs can be made to work. This led to the notion of special cube complexes which we now describe.
First we describe "osculation". Two hyperplanesĥ andk in an NPC complex are said to osculate at a vertex v if there exists edges e and f with endpoint v such that e and f are not on the boundary of a square and e and f are transverse to the hyperplanesĥ andk. Ifĥ =k we say thatĥ self-osculates. Ifĥ =k andĥ andk also intersect, we say thatĥ andk interosculate.
A hyperplane is said to be 2-sided if it separates its carrier. This is the same as saying that the carrier is a product of the hyperplane with an interval. Definition 4.2. Let X be an NPC cube complex. We say that X is special if every hyperplane is embedded, 2-sided and does not self-osculate, and no two hyperplanes interosculate.
A group is said to be special if it is the fundamental group of a compact special cube complex. The group is said to be virtually special if it has a finite index subgroup which is special. Recall now the example discussed in Lecture 1, Example 5, namely the Salvetti complex associated to a right-angled Artin group. We call such a complex a RAAG complex for short. It is easy to see that these cube complexes are indeed special (the reader should check this). The reason that these examples are so important is because of the following proposition. Proposition 4.1. Let X be a compact NPC cube complex. Then X is special if and only if there exists a locally isometric embedding to a RAAG complex. In particular, the fundamental group of a compact special cube complex is a subgroup of a right-angled Artin group.
Sketch of proof.
If there exists a locally isometric embedding X → R, then we know by Exercise 4.31 that since R is special, so is X.
On the other hand, suppose that X is special. We let Γ be the graph whose vertices correspond to hyperplanes of X and where two vertices are joined by an edge if and only if the corresponding hyperplanes in X intersect. We consider the RAAG-complex R = R(Γ). We now construct a map X (1) → R in the natural way: vertices of X get mapped to the unique vertex of R, edges of X get sent to edges that cross the corresponding hyperplane in R. Now one checks that this map can be extended over the all cubes of X to a cubical map and that the map is a local isometry.
We wil focus on compact special cube complexes, although it is possible to discuss natters in the context of complexes with finitely many hyperplanes. A final remark is that by a result proved independentally by Davis-Januszkiewicz [14] and Hsu-Wise [26] , RAAGs are linear. Thus, we know immediately that every virtually special group is residually finite. Therefore, in order to show that a subgroup of virtually special group is separable, we just need to show that it is a virtual retract.
Canonical Completion and Retraction
We now wish to generalize the the canonical completion and retraction construction from the world of graphs to special cube complexes. First, we consider an immersion X → R from an NPC complex X to a RAAG complex R. We will build a covering space of R which we call C(X, R). An instructive example is seen in Figure 5 .
X R C(X,R) Figure 5 . Canonical completion and retraction for a map to a RAAG complex.
First we focus on the 1-skeleton of X as a map to the 1-skeleton of R, which is a bouquet of circles. We canonical complete as in the case of graphs. This is the 1-skeleton of C(X, R). Now one checks that one can add squares and higher dimensional cubes wherever they "should be". For example, on the top left side of X, there is an annulus. We added an arc with a double arrow to complete the original double arrow arc to a loop. Now one simply glues in another annulus so that the original annulus is completed to a torus. The original square on the lower left of X has four extra arcs attached and four extra squares. That this all works requires a bit of thought and checking some cases. We leave it to the reader.
One has then built a covering space of X and there is indeed a retraction C(X, R) → X extending the one described earlier for graphs.
Generally, for a locally isometric immersion between two special cube complexes X → Y , where Y is not necessarily a RAAG complex, one uses a fiber product construction. Given two cubical maps X → Y and Z → Y between cube complexes, one can construct a complex denoted X ⊗ Y Z called the fiber product of X and Z over Y , which is a subspace of X × Y consisting of products σ × τ where σ and τ get mapped to the same cell in Z. If the original maps X → Y and Z → Y were covering spaces, this would corresponds to the usual common covering space.
If you are not familiar with this notion, you should first draw some simple examples of fiber products using graphs. Figure 6 shows one such example. (1,q) (2,q) (2,p) Figure 6 . A simple fiber product.
Note that the fiber product need not be connected, but in the situation we will be looking at there will be a natural component to look at.
So now given a local isometric embedding between special cube complexes X → Y , we know there exists a RAAG complex R and a locally isometric embedding Y → R. The composition X → Y → R gives a map X → R, and we can form the canonical completion C(X, R) for this map. We also have a natural covering map C(X, R) → R. One then defines C(X, Y ) as a fiber product:
We have a retraction which comes from the composition C(X, Y ) → C(X, R) → X, where the second map is the retraction produced before. The canonical completions C(X, Y ) becomes difficult to draw for complicated examples (even the one in Figure 5 ), but This particular example is connected, but you should be aware that they need not be. However there is a natural embedding of X in C(X, Y ) and one usually focuses on this component.
Application: separability of quasiconvex subgroups
In the previous section, we saw that special cube complexes have something to do with subgroup separability. In particular, any subgroup of a special cube complex group which can be represented as an immersion is separable.
A particular application of this is the following result of Haglund and Wise.
Theorem 4.2. If G is virtually special and Gromov hyperbolic. Then every quasiconvex subgroup is separable.
We first remark that we may assume that G is itself special. For if we prove that the quasi-convex subgroups of a finite index subgroup of G are separable, then the quasi-convex subgroups of G are separable as well. Secondly, we remark that since G is virtually special, it is linear. To prove the theorem, we first need to discuss the construction of a combinatorial convex core. We give the construction in the form of an exercise. For more details see Haglund [22] .
Suppose that G is Gromov hyperbolic and the fundamental group of a compact NPC cube complex Y . Then we have G acting on the universal cover X, which is a Gromov hyperbolic CAT(0) cube complex. Now Consider the orbit of some vertex under a quasi-convex subgroup H < G. Since H is finitely generated, there exists some neighborhood N of this orbit which is connected. Now using geometry of Gromov hyperbolic spaces, one can prove the following lemma.
Exercise 4.33. There exists some constant C such that if σ is a cube distance at least C from N , one of the hyperplanes meeting σ is disjoint from N .
One now builds a convex hull for H as follows. For each halfspace h let C(h) denote the union of h with the carrier ofĥ. This is a convex subcomplex of X. We then set
Hull(H) = N ⊂h
C(h)
Some thought and Exercise 4.32 will then tell you that Hull(H) is contained in some neighborhood of H. In particular this is a convex subcomplex of X on which H acts cocompactly. We call Hull(H) a combinatorial convex hull for H.
Observe that Hull(H)/H embedds naturally into X/H and X/H → X/G = Y is a covering space and hence a locally isometric embedding. We thus have a locally isometric embedding of NPC complexes Hull(H)/H → Y .
We now apply the canonical completion and retraction construction to this local isometric embedding to obtain a finite covering Y of Y and a retraction Y → Hull(H)/H. We thus obtain a retraction G → H and, so that by Exercise 4.28, H is separable.
Hyperbolic cube complexes are virtually special
This lecture was a very cursory introduction to the notion of special cube complexes. Wise, together with Haglund and others, extensively developed the theory of special cube complexes and proved several very deep and difficult theorems about them. For a treatment of much of these theorems the reader should consult Wise's upcoming book [42] . Agol [1] combined these theorems with an ingenius coloring argument to obtain the following theorem. Theorem 4.3. Every hyperbolic group which acts properly and cocompactly on a CAT(0) cube complex is virtually special. This is a startling theorem which has far reaching implications. For example, it settles the long-standing virtual Haken conjecture by telling us that every hyperbolic manifold has a finite cover which contains an embedded π 1 -injective surface.
To see this, first note that Corollary 2.1 tells us that the fundamental group G of a hyperbolic manifold is the fundamental group of a compact NPC cube complex. Since the G is Gromov hyperbolic, we then know by Theorem 4.3 that G is virtually special. In particular it follows that the quasi-convex surface subgroups produced by Kahn and Markovic are separable. But now a theorem of Scott [38] tells us that a separable surface subgroups homotops to an embedding in a finite cover.
